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INTRODUCTION

   The purpose behind this article is to investigate the nature of the dark occultists. And while we will cover
many topics  and go  on some tangents,  this  is  not  a  comprehensive  exploration  of  those topics,  but
explored to the degree that it supports our thesis. 

   After diving deep into conspiracy research several years after the false flag event of 911, I (Jana) often
thought of the rulers of empire as having some type of special intelligence, as being evil geniuses if you
will. The more I pondered their devious plots, the more I would think of them as brilliant... but not in a
good way, of course. 

   During  a  conversation  with  Noah,  my  husband,  the  errors
inherent in these presumptions became apparent and so I present
the  fruits  of  that  discussion  that  I  have  integrated  with  my
personal research on the occult. While I have written and put the
information together, because this is based on some of his insights,
corrections,  and additions,  we happily  bring you a collaborative
effort. 

   Some interpretations of Gnosticism seem to acknowledge this
idea of  higher evil  as with the concept of the Archons or fallen
angels as the Demiurge resonates with the biblical interpretation of
Lucifer. These beings evolved to angels (simply another term for
higher  beings)  but  “fell  from  grace”  because  of  their  lust  to
become God (the Highest Being). 

   For a long time, conspiracy researchers have postulated that the
Illuminati, which means “illuminated ones,“ was the occult order at
the top of the pyramid of power. Mark Passio has used the term
“dark occultists” instead which is more encompassing. This small
group  of  people  (a  cult,  essentially)  with  unknown  identities

operate the entire Control System behind the scenes pulling the strings of all politicians, leaders, and man's
institutions  to  destroy,  regress,  and  negatively  alter  mankind.  We are  currently  in  the  midst  of  their
depopulation agenda. 

  Passio believes
that  the  dark
occultists  have
hidden  the
Knowledge  of
Natural  Law,  a
body of Spiritual
Knowledge  to
trick  humanity
into  being  their
slaves.  These
dark  occultists
use  this
knowledge  for
their  personal
benefit  to
enslave
mankind,  while
light  occultists
provide this knowledge to free and benefit others. 
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   This really resonated with me as I was already open to idea that the ruling elite were more than just
ignorant power-hungry psychopaths. It seemed plausible that as sorcerers they could play a higher-level
game against humanity, using Occult Spirituality as their weapon of choice. Even though quite immoral,
this evil cabal seemed advanced in particular ways that the average man is not.

   But now it is time to question and investigate these assertions and deconstruct the idea of enlightened
evil as a whole.  Do dark sorcerers use Natural Law Science to their  advantage? Are they part of the
Illuminati? Manly P.  Hall  suggests that the black magicians of Atlantis and Egypt hijacked the Ancient
Mysteries of the light occultists to enslave the minds of men. Is this true?

   How we characterize the dark occultists matters in our understanding of Spiritual Laws, the Self, and the
conditions of this plane of reality. Are we exaggerating their power and knowledge and giving them more
credit than their worth?

   But before we begin, let's address the question: What is our method-of-truth for even obtaining  any
knowledge about the dark occultists? Those stuck in left-brain imbalance (and empiricism) will argue that
unless  we  know  these  individuals  directly,  we  cannot  know  anything  about  them—it  would  all  be
speculation. HOWEVER, this paper is not intended for the left-brain imbalanced, but for those studying the
Trivium  who  should  know  that  with
metaphysics  and  rationality,  we can
extrapolate,  deduce,  induce,  and abstract
further knowledge from the empirical facts
given—which, in this case, are the deeds of
the  ruling  elite  (within  their  financial
institutions, networks, policies, regulations,
laws, planned events, agendas, etc.). 

   While analysis these facts are not within
the  scope  of  this  writing,  a  plethora  of
books  can  be  found  on  these  topics.
Hopefully the assertions made in herein will
be  self-evident  and  common  sense  for
those who have done their homework. 

CHAPTER 1. HOLISTIC EVIL?

   One reason why human beings struggle to see a tiny conspiratorial group pulling the strings of humanity
through integrated systems of control is because they are mentally imbalanced. Those who are left-brain
imbalanced  have  compartmentalized/fragmented  thinking  and  will  struggle  to  detect  or  discern  the
patterns of connection between man-made institutional hierarchies and their unified goals. Today we live in
a transhumanist technocracy and pseudo-scientific dictatorship, but these imbalanced individuals perceive
political and economic events as unorganized, unconnected, fragmented, and haphazard. 

   Lacking psychological awareness, they may even claim that we can never know motives of individuals—
but if that were true then no detective case could have ever been solved without hard physical evidence.
By a persons deeds, may we know them.

   On the other hand, those who are right-brain imbalanced can dissociate from reality, live in a fantasy
land oblivious to facts, and be blind to even the most concrete of political and economic realiti es. They are
often solipsistic and deny the existence of objective reality, thinking themselves to be defacto arbiters of
truth, living in the false reality of their projections, desires, and delusions. We see this often in the new
age, where all is said to be “love and light.”

   While the media presents false narratives in the news to keep the left-brain stuck in their imbalance,
entertainment and soon virtual reality will keep the right-brain imbalanced dissociated from reality. 
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   While it takes some balancing of the mind (and other things like laborsome research) to understand the
existence of an evil cabal at the top of our world-wide systems, and accept it as an irrefutable fact, this
awareness is not a hallmark of developing holistic consciousness as some may believe. To understand the
consciousness of the global elites or dark occultists doesn't require holistic intelligence but it is related to
spiritual awakening as we will later get to.

   Most awake to the global conspiracy are  not  spiritually awake. It is important that we preserve the
meaning  of  'holistic  consciousness'  as  the  consciousness  one  must  possess  through  evolution  to
understand and embody Occult Philosophy, which encompasses the Seven Hermetic Principles and the
Alchemical Science of transformation. 

   While those who perceive the conspiracy may not be truly holistic, neither is the evil cabal holistic. When
we examine their deeds, we find nothing elevated about the rulers of empire. There is no reason to marvel
at their accomplishments as they are the predatory scum of humanity, the lowest of the low.

   We commonly hear people say that these elites are playing 5-D chess against the masses as if they have
acquired some type of hyper-intelligence. But their plans are quite one-dimensional as they are rather
unintelligent simpletons... and thus very boring and uninteresting when we get down to it. 

   Just as an animal devours their prey from instinct, these demonic human monsters also act from animal
instinct, rather than holistic intelligence. They are compulsively driven to destroy and there is no holistic
thought about this predation, let alone conscious thought. Thought is only used as a expedient instrument
to fulfill their base instinct: to dominate.  
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   Their single agenda is: POWER OVER HUMANITY and all
their  systems are  built  around this  one drive,  desire,  and
motivation; there is little to no nuance or complexity to their
psychological makeup as a whole with regards to an elevated
state of consciousness.  

   In the Natural Law community, many assign some type of
developed  power  to the  concept  of  “dark  unity,”  another
useful  term brought  up by Passio.  They  may regard  dark
unity as the achievement of some level of internal growth or
integration, as the alignment of thoughts, feelings, actions,
which even though aligned to the dark side is still some type
of self-made alignment.  Yet aligning ALL parts of oneself to
the  contracted  agenda  of  dominance  requires  no  spiritual
strength or development. 

   In actuality, an average person who is conflicted between
their  thoughts,  feelings,  and actions is  more evolved than
these base individuals, who simply submit all of themselves
to an evil impulse; there is no  ability in that submission as it
is the opposite of self-mastery. The dark occultists are simple
beings and that simplicity should not be confused as being
holistic. 

   Their cult has social cohesion (collective unity) because each cult member will live and die at the altar of
global domination, and while it seems like religious commitment lies beneath this, it is merely the Basic
Instinct of the reptilian mind-brain. All cognitive dissonance can be suppressed through hyper-focus and
sheer obsession. Just as a coke addict lives and dies for coke, so will the dark occultists play out their
addition to rule and this becomes their sole energy source and prime object of lust and purpose.

   We must understand that addictions aren't merely of the body, but also the mind—and its agendas of
any kind, good or bad. Even alignment to a good cause can become troublesome for the Occult Student, if
he turns that into an addiction and source of energy motivated by compulsive obsession. Nothing is more
the enemy to developing holistic consciousness than neurotic addiction. 

   While there exists the polarity of positive and
negative always inherent in ego and shadow even
in  the  holistic  person  (and  all  the  way  up
evolution), this negative is not the type of evil we
are discussing here, the hellish evil of violation and
destruction  through  bondage  and  coercion  of
imposed systems of control. 

   In order to understand and live in harmony with
Natural Law Metaphysics, the Knowledge of Eternal
and Absolute Virtues of Truth, Goodness, Freedom,
Beauty,  and  Love,  one  must  have  developed
holistic consciousness.  While the right-brain tends
towards  false  religion  and  the  left-brain  towards
the dissociated intellect, holistic consciousness is a
mind rooted in correct metaphysics and rationality.

   There is no such thing as “evil holistic consciousness,” as evil manifests in lower consciousness and in the
vibration of shadow, darkness, dominance, violence, and false power where there can be no higher mind.
The higher is holistic.  Consequently we must question the true level of understanding of Natural Law the
dark occultists who reside in this lower state of being have.
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CHAPTER 2. USING NATURAL LAW TO ENSLAVE? 

   Many in the Natural Law/Great Work community believe that the power of the dark occultists lie in their
knowledge of Natural Laws and that their active suppression of this information is their primary tool for
controlling the masses. This is a worthy theory to consider, for knowing about the dark occultists, their
methods, and ideologies is important in our pursuit of truth. 

 Image: Mark Passio's Fake-Ass Christians Seminar 

   While this proposition fulfills a type of mythological fantasy that—in a sense—glamorizes the dark side as
consisting of powerful sorcerers who are “awake” and trick the “dead,” the reality may be much different.

   When we say that someone “knows Natural Law,” we infer they  understand it. Information becomes
knowledge within an individual through understanding. Knowledge in itself is a fixed body of information
(metaphysics),  while  the  knower pertains  to  the  consciousness  of  the  individual  in  relation  to  said
knowledge (epistemology—how much does one know?). A person can have information that they can
memorize or repeat without actually knowing that information. They may know the words but not grasp its
meaning or the interrelationships between concepts.

   Now we must  ask  whether  it  is  possible  to  have  understanding  of  something  but  act  in  a  way
contradictory to that. There are two main positions to take on this regarding the relationship between
understanding and action. 

   This  first  is  that  one can understand something but  can take actions completely  contrary to that
understanding. The other position is that this discrepancy between thought and action only occurs when
one doesn't have adequate understanding in the first place. 

   With  regards  to  the  first  position,  we  can  acknowledge  that  a  person  may  have  some  partial
understanding that creates hypocrisy, but we must give more weight to the second position because it
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holds true to the Principle of Mentalism and is holistic—and we are talking about a holistic subject matter. 

   When a person is not acting properly, it is because of his ignorance not because of his knowledge, as all
actions  stem from  mind.  Our  right-actions  in  the  world  depend  directly  on  our  knowledge  of  them
(including knowledge of self, others, conditions, and principles).

   One may think that “he knew better than to take that action,” when in fact he did not truly know, he
knew too little, he thought he knew, or he had partial knowledge or false knowledge.

   True understanding naturally brings about action in alignment with it.  To see (accurately) is  to do
(rightly). To unpack this more: Holistic seeing (accurate perception of right/wrong) is acting—making the
right choice (right-action).

   To know is to act. To have correct knowledge leads one to right-action. 

   In regards to Occult Knowledge, there is a threshold of understanding that must be met before one can
consider themselves an Initiate... and the dark occultists do not meet that criteria. This doesn't mean that
the Initiate stops growing or becomes perfect, but that he knows the difference between good and evil to
a sufficient degree to understand what it is in manifestation and embodiment. (The only time he would not
know the morality of a situation is because he lacked pertinent information.) 

   To understand Natural Law, one must exit the cul-de-sac of moral relativism. To truly understand the
objective good means that you understand the good, both in Highest Principle (the Absolute Good) and as
it manifests in relative degrees in our world.  

   To understand Moral (Natural) Law is to seek to be
and do good—there is  no getting around this.  No
person  committing  horrific  atrocities  in  the  world
could  possibly  understand  Natural  Law.  No  one
understands objective morality and then seeks to do
evil,  for  the  very  understanding  implies  that  they
know  what  correct  choices  are  and  that  even  in
complex situations, they can still be discoverable. 

   It  is  a  common  misconception  that  Occult
Knowledge  is  simply  a  tool  that  can  be used  for
good or evil. 

   To address semantics, we may say that “occult
information”  can  be  used  as  a  tool,  but  Occult
Knowledge  CANNOT be  (as  knowledge  requires
understanding). Using Natural Law information for your own ends can only be the display of ignorance of
that information.

   One with an understanding of Occult Knowledge would never use it for their self-serving ends towards
egoic power, because such Knowledge is an End-In-Itself. It is not a methodology or tool, it exists for its
own sake as to describe the Nature of Reality, as that understanding is alone the GOLD... and the Nature of
Reality IS the Absolute Good! 

   If the dark occultists perceive Natural Laws as a form of enslavement, as a cosmic prison, then they do
not understand Cosmic Law. Freedom is a Principle behind this Cosmic Reality expressed through evolution.
The true prison is ignorance and ultimately, fear. Knowledge is Freedom. 

   It is the egotist who finds objective morality to be a prison upon free will (“do what thou wilt”), not
because he understands objective morality but because he doesn't. He or she sees the concept of Moral
Law to be blasphemy, as it infringes upon one's lower will, dark side, and reckless pursuits of power. To be
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in rebellion against Natural Laws is to glorify ego-identification and be beneath its understanding. 

Chapter 3. WHO ARE THE DARK OCCULTISTS? WHAT IS DARK OCCULTISM?

   Now, after we have deconstructed their lack of knowledge, let's address the term “dark occultist.” Is that
even the appropriate term for our context now? 

   Well, we can still define a “dark occultist” as one who dabbles with Occult Ideas but who doesn't truly
understand them. This category is much larger than the group behind the global dictatorship and applies to
the disparate cult or lone occultist who need not ever come into contact with them. They stand alone in
their own sub category of ignorance. (Note: to differentiate between the isolated dark occultist from the
conspiratorial group, the former will be lower cased and the latter upper cased.) 

   Let's  discuss  this  larger  dark  occultist  category  in  which  there  are  many  types:  Satanists/Moral
Relativists,  Dark  Luciferians,  Chaos  Sorcerers,  Gatekeepers,  Religion/Cage-Creators,  Black
Magicians/Sorcerers, Linguistic Manipulators, Psychic Vampires, etc. ... It is important to understand that
these categories overlap and are used to be helpful to understand aspects of mind and behavior but that
many individuals cannot be rigidly categorized due to the complexity of unique psychological factors. The
purpose here is to merely make helpful distinctions.

   While many Satanists may entertain occult ideas,
they often don't pursue philosophical thought—as the
tenets  of  Satanism  and  basic  moral  relativism  are
sufficient  for  them.  On  the  other  hand,  Dark
Luciferians are refined Satanists who go deeper into
occult  ideas  to  construct  their  false  philosophy  and
who  engage  in  more  sophisticated  arguments
defending moral  relativism.  Usually,  Satanists do not
need to rationalize at such a high level, seeking less
mental complexity with a more pragmatic approach. 

   Before continuing, we should take note that even
within  the  Natural  Law community  these  individuals
exist of whom I've had personal contact with. One is a
chaos  sorcerer/Dark  Luciferian  who  admittedly
infiltrates occult groups to cause division using certain
truths about the shadow side of community to serve
this purpose. 

   Many individuals into the Occult are neither light or
dark  but  somewhere  in  between,  but  most
unknowingly end up in the dark occult when they are
too committed to their  errors and have mixed intentions.  They usually believe themselves to be light
occultists but whether they are dark or gray can depend on the significance and implications of their errors
as some errors poison the entire well of information. By the term dark occult, we mean false information
about Occult Science that prevents understanding.
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   For example, John Baines (who wrote
The Secret Science,  Part One and  The
Stellar  Man,  Part  Two)  discusses
Hermetic  Laws and philosophy.  In  Part
One he claims the student must submit
his  entire  will  to  a  (human)  Master  in
order to become initiated and this feeds
into the financial success of his very own
business mystery-school! This is such a
violation of  true Natural  Law teachings
as  it  promotes  a  self-serving  hierarchy
and unhealthy power dynamics through
domination  and  the  loss  of
sovereignty/will  that  it  can  be  nothing
other  than  gatekeeping.  Even  though
there are many good truths in his works,
this  puts  Baines  more  in  the  class  of
dark occultists.  

   It is possible Baines deliberately wrote such falsehoods to mislead those who would not go deeper into
the information to find out the truth for themselves... as a way to weed out the “unworthy.”  In Morals and
Dogma, Alpert Pike (33 degree freemason) writes about this saying, “masonry jealously conceals its secrets
and  intentionally  leads  conceited  interpreters  astray.”  While  we  shouldn't  “cast  pearls  before  swine,”
intentionally misleading others is meeting ignorance with ignorance; the ignorance of bad intention. Thus,
gatekeeping is an act of dark occultists, who may have more knowledge than others, but not enough to
know that what they are doing is wrong. 

   Aleister Crowley is another dark occultist who is a combination of good and bad who thinks he is good.
His bad side is revealed in his engagement with sex magic—a misuse of the Principle of Gender, ritualistic
(or ceremonial) magic, and the creation of an occult religion (Thelema) with its own hierarchy (degrees
towards the Abyss). Many people went insane pursuing Crowley's schemes or being involved with him.

    A dangerous dark  occultist  of  the 20th century  was L.  Ron Hubbard  who created the religion of
Scientology mixing cosmic fiction with occult ideas to cage people's souls into a money-making hierarchical
cult that reached peak membership in the 1990s of 100,000 members and today around 25,000.

   If you are creating cults, gate-keeping religions, “spiritual” hierarchies, and mystery-school businesses
(aka cul-de-sacs), it is impossible for you to be a light occultist. Even in the Natural Law community we see
this occurring. 

   Relevant to our current times is Morgue who has created the religion of Hyperianism, a religion of logic,
reason, and ontological mathematics. Morgue certainly dabbles into Occult Philosophy and has some grasp
of the principle of mentalism having gone over the Kybalion. This sets him above the average philosopher,
yet he is acting as a dark occultist by being a cult leader even if some of his intentions are good. He
teaches the popular new age misconception that we are all god and this very idea puts one into the dark
occult because it perpetrates a dangerous half-truth. 

   Yes the All is in all, and yes we return to the All and become one with it, but thinking that this makes us
god-like  here-and-now  is  the  epitome  of  vanity,  pride,  and  arrogance  and  IS  the  basis  for  Dark
Luciferianism. This is nothing other than the ego masquerading as the higher, using false wisdom as a tool
for self-delusion-and-glorification.  

   The Illuminati Manifesto by an author under the pseudonym Adam Weishaupt begins with the claim that
“the essence of illumination” is for “any human to literally become God.” Fools entertain half-truths, and
the wise the whole truth. 
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   Rather  than  tempt  them to  eat  the  apple  from the Tree  of
Knowledge, the serpent in the garden of Eden tempted Adam and
Eve to eat from the Fruit  of Falsehood, telling them they would
become  like  God  (or  like  gods)  if  they  did.  The  Original  Sin  is
conflating ego with God.

   Crowley believed that one could cross the Abyss to the highest
point of enlightenment as a return to Source and therefore embody
a  totally  ego-less  consciousness  in  human  form.  But  the
identification with Source IS the error of Lucifer. The  new age is
mostly Dark Luciferianism; these individuals believe they are gods
because they don't understand shadow, evolution, and identity.

   At this point, we must mention that not only fringe cults but even
mainstream religions  (and their  sects)  contain  elements  of  dark
occultism in them. False religion is a form of dark occultism because
it does nothing to help a person evolve but keeps him trapped in
false  understanding  to  merely  serve  the  power  of  the  religion-
creators and his lower self.

   Returning back to Crowley, his identification with the Beast 666 bears some cross over with Satanists and
Dark Luciferians who hail the symbol of Satan or Lucifer (respectively) as the Great Rebel from Christianity
and all false religions (as well as rebellion from limiting social conventions and taboos). The difference
between Satan and Lucifer is that the latter is a refined version of the former. Lucifer rebels through the
pretense of rationality and principle, while Satan through sheer force and might.  

   Luciferianism became popular during the emancipation era from the Roman Catholic Empire that started
with the Age of Reason. And there is a positive aspect to this rebellion.  Lucifer rebels from his blind
servitude and obedience to a Master God just as we should rebel from our human masters. Seeing God as
a controlling tyrant at the top of a dominator hierarchy (as Catholicism does) is a false conception of God
that feeds into dominator hierarchies in general. 

   While rebellion from evil things may appear to be good as Christianity and social conventions have
satanic/evil elements in them that should be purged, these relativistic camps of Satanists, Luciferians, and
Chaos Sorcerers cannot make consistent and accurate moral evaluations of good and evil and are more
concerned with the ego payoff of identifying with a destructive energy and spirit. Subjectively to them,
rebellion feels like the spirit of freedom but is really the spirit of (negative) power.

   The spirit of rebellion is too attached to pride and revenge to be productive and ultimately binds oneself
to his adversary. Thus the Luciferian Adversary is an oppositional marriage in Hell (rather than Alchemical
Marriage in heaven), the former non-holistic and the latter holistic. Seeking freedom through polarized
identification  merely  creates  a  dialectical  prison  of  control.  There  are  truths  to  both  Christianity  and
Luciferianism that need to be integrated but much of both need to be left behind.
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   The  dialectic  between  them
regards the master-slave relationship
with  the  Abrahamic  God  and  self-
loathing  humility  and  the
preposterous claim one can become
God-the-All  in  the  flesh  in  total
arrogance; both are WRONG. 

  Catholicism, rooted in Judaism, has
served a cruel empire and even its
Christian sects contain dogmas and
myths  that  destroy  progress  in
consciousness.   The  Vatican  has
been  perhaps  the  most  corrupt
institution  on  earth  supporting,
along  with  governments,  the  child-
trafficking pedophile networks. 

   The  schools  of  Luciferianism  and  Rational
Satanism can appear to promote good values as
seen  in  these  tenets...  such  as  taking
responsibility  for  one's  actions  and  not
supporting  victim  consciousness  or  herd
mentality.  A  person  seasoned  in  these  camps
recognizes the folly of pure selfishness that leads
to self-sabotage and so attempts to have some
common  sense  ethics  in  order  to  be  more
successful in his egoic pursuits. But this is only
about  a  self-serving-type-ethics  (backed  with
wrong intention) that rejects  the higher and is
relativistic.  Pragmatism is the academic version
of this very widespread philosophy.

  But these Satanists who try to be ethical and
rational  do not  understand what  evil  is  as  the
vice  of  men  and  his  lower  aspects  of
consciousness.  Satanism is ultimately  a religion
based on rationalized evil. People think that can
use evil for themselves, make it fashionable, or
toy without it without consequence, failing to see
how they glorify the privation of Existence and
their own self-destruction.
  

   Some sects of Christianity on the other hand recognize objective morality and the higher and that
sacrifice and negative consequences may occur with right-action particularly in an upside down world.
While it  is  good that  Christians shuns occult  powers,  they also mistakenly shun Occult  Philosophy for
mythological dogmas. 

  Ultimately, service to the higher—is not about blind obedience and fear of punishment as false religion
has made it, but about seeking to evolve because one understands what is right, understands his Divine
End (Apotheosis), and that the Good is Supreme (Ultimate Reality). 
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   On the subject of magic we must first address the semantic confusion as in the late medieval period this
term was used to mean, or be a synonym to,  Occult Philosophy... Magic in this context means “that
which is not explainable to the materialist.” However, to the Alchemist and one who has gnosis, such
“magic” is rational and explainable (and therefore not magic). Therefore, the more correct definition of
magic and one we will use herein is “the powers of apparently influencing the course of events by using
mysterious or supernatural forces.”

   This brings us to the true difference between dark and light occultism. Light occultism is about hidden
Philosophical Knowledge, while dark occultism is about Hidden POWER, as “occult” means hidden. 
This relates to the psychological shadow, the occulted aspects of ourselves we cannot see and aren't aware
of. Those in lower vibration dwell in the shadow, as the darkness conceals the truth of themselves and
morality. The isolated dark occultist and the conspiratorial Dark Occultist have in common this pursuit of
POWER over others as to exploit them. 

   Occult Philosophy should not be thought of as magic because it is not about giving powers to the
individual who studies it, but giving them understanding so that they may evolve and become wise. We
actually improve our life conditions this way and find true happiness but as a byproduct of our moral
aspiration.

   Consciousness evolution is about increasing one's ability to identify truth and morality in oneself, in
others, and in the environment, as to take right-actions and grow. It is NOT about using occult information
to increase powers or fulfill selfish desires (for even desires must undergo alchemical transformations to
change from lower to higher as what appears to be good desires can often be lower desires). 

   Those who perceive Occult Philosophy as a TOOL are uninitiated or dark occultists. The pursuit of magic,
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even white magic is not the expression of right intention as it has more to do with gaining powers of
influence over others than actual evolution in consciousness. Even defining white magic as attempting “to
influence and change reality in accordance with the Higher Will” regards one's influence rather than one's
spiritual progress and comes from too much self-aggrandizement.

   Even when we use the term “higher will” instead of lower will—as Crowley did,  will  is always the
attribute of the individual and relative to their level of consciousness. We should not conflate (higher) will
with Natural Law or identify our will with Natural Law (as  divine will  is different and much beyond us).
Natural Law is ALWAYS HIGHER than our Individual Will which is always limited to our development. (The
will is NOT the true HIGHER.)

   In alchemy, mind is more superior than the will (mentalism) as being primary and the director of the will
(as will in itself has no content as sheer force). In magic, whereas, the willpower is most important since
the ability to exert oneself can be a force of attraction and by itself need not be accountable to the true
Higher.

   It  was  Crowley's  powers  of
influence that enabled him to create
a  religion,  and  cage-creating  is  a
form  of  gatekeeping.  Thelema  is  a
religion  of  the  will  and not  Natural
Law and the subtly of the difference
between  “aligning  to  Laws”  and
“getting reality to align to our Higher
Will”  may  only  be  perceived  by
Initiates,  but  it  is  the  difference
between  light  and  dark  occultism.
The  former  requires  humility  and
surrender to Higher Intelligence, and
the latter an expression of pride and
vanity  for  reality  to  conform  to
oneself.

   People like Crowley, who already
have  charismatic  personality  traits
can easily fall into black magic as it can temporarily increase one's powers to alter reality. This is about
tapping into the supernatural which simply means invisible (or occulted) worlds, planes, and dimensions in
this multiverse. 

   People can learn to tune into various invisible frequencies of reality as to have contact with other
dimensions (clairvoyance) without having done work in consciousness. Often individuals who figure out
how to do this get swept away into the dark occult because they have not worked on the ego and shadow
elements  of  their  consciousness.  Many  professed  light  occultists  like  Helena  Blavatsky  and  Charles
Leadbeater may be in this category, who while having some philosophical knowledge were caught up in the
ego trip of their own abilities.  

   Often one becomes involved in this because of curiosity and the need for scientific evidence of other
worlds. However, the Occult Student doesn't need tangible proof for the existence of other dimensions, as
his  philosophical  reasoning is  sufficient  to  show its  necessity  through the implication of  Infinity.  Such
reasoning also informs him of why one should not pursue this.

   Ceremonial/ritualistic magic and witchcraft is about seeking to cultivate supernatural powers by
channeling extra-dimensional energies through tried and true methods. Through the use of props, symbols,
and signs with specific chants and repetitive actions, the INTENTION is grounded and sent out to the
multiverse like a signal and antenna.  This creates a vortex of attraction to earth energies, elemental, lower
spirits, astral parasites, and entities. The problem is that this is like inviting a large group of people into
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your home, and this group not only consists of humans but all sorts of species from insects to mammals
and beyond. Each being has their own consciousness and intention and you have no control over them. In
the same way creating a portal to these unknown energies poses a great risk. (Those who are unsuccessful
in these pursuits may be considered the lucky ones.) 

   While the sorcerer will get an ego rush from some of the phenomenon that occurs in this invitation and
be able to use it to proclaim his magical status to others, karmic repercussions will soon catch up as he is
now burdened with the unpredictable, capricious energies that act on their own accord that he may not be
able to escape from if they resonate too strongly with his shadow.  

   Now, of course certain rituals are targeted to summon very specific entities but this gets into demonism,
the use of sigils, and invocation of evil spirits. Here black magicians make a pact with the demon to serve
him in life, while the person serves the demon in death. Because the intention is of extreme selfishness
and exploitation (using the master-slave paradigm)—there is a high karmic price for doing this where “be
careful what you ask for” could never be more true.

   But even without negatively charged intentions, the very intention to attract any spirit or energy for one's
own purposes (even good ones) IS  wrong intention.  Impure intentions necessarily attract mischievous
entities and there is  an extremely low probability that higher entities would contact us through these
means. Even contacting the dead may be uniting us with these trickster spirits mimicking the dead as
many occultist have suggested... Since we only see a sliver of the actual reality, these pursuits can only
end  in  uncertainty...  whereas  Occult  Philosophy  is  ending  with  certainty  and  pursuing  what  we  can
definitively know. 

   The false belief of the magician is  that he can control  the outer
(whether that be what he invites in or external  energies). Even 19th

century  occultist  Eliphas  Levi  claimed  that  the  white  magician  can
control the universal life force (the astral light), which differentiates him
from the black magician. However, such control is an illusion, as our
purpose is not to control such a universal force, but to develop self-
control over our individual consciousness and the proper rulership of
oneself under the All. Growth is about letting go of the need to control
others and the environment as all free will beings must make their own
choices. 

   Of  course,  we  want  to  be  a  good  influence  to  others  and  our
environment... but the best way is to work on ourselves and learn how
to  properly  respond  to  events  as  they  occur  (through  right-action).
Such magical pursuits are ultimately a distraction from the true Spiritual
Work that demands we give our whole attention to this plane of reality
and its physical inhabitants.

   When gaining powers of influence there need not be any type of
supernatural contact (and certainly NOT enlightened knowledge). This
can  involve  becoming  more  sensitive  to  the  movements  of  energy
(power and control) and developing specific personality traits to be more dominant, strong willed, and
charismatic.

  Charismatic sorcerer types select prey who have the opposite traits, those who are extremely suggestible,
traumatized, weak-minded/weak-willed, and psychically vulnerable. Rather than being some type of magic,
the imbalances of power yield attraction with the pairing of those who are too dominant with those who
are too submissive; the pairing of strong and weak wills.

   Another definition of magic is about creating an illusion to fool others into believing as you wish... and
this is certainly what dark occultism is all about—specifically creating the illusion of power, which is why we
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envision dark occultists in black robes. They use the cloak of secrecy and mystery to create the illusion of
power with their victims being those who refuse to investigate evil and demystify it.

   However,  many dark occultists are not above your average psychopath,  charlatan, trickster,  clown,
manipulator,  or  troll...  they just  use more sophisticated tools  and elaborate style...  and they target  a
specific audience to feed off of and manipulate, namely those seeking spirituality. 

   While part of their illusions may involve using elements from Occult Philosophy to inflate their persona,
dark  occultists  are  most  concerned  with  the  subject  of  dark  psychology:  the  art  and  science  of
manipulation using NLP,  body language analysis, hypnosis, and other methods for self-gratification. Manly
P. Hall call this “lesser forms” of black magic.

From Manly P. Hall: 
The most dangerous form of black magic is the scientific perversion
of  occult  power  for  the  gratification  of  personal  desire.  Its  less
complex  and  more  universal  form  is  human  selfishness,  for
selfishness is the fundamental cause of all worldly evil. A man will
barter his eternal  soul  for  temporal  power,  and down through the
ages a mysterious process has been evolved which actually enables
him to  make this  exchange.  In its  various  branches  the black art
includes  nearly  all  forms  of  ceremonial  magic,  necromancy,
witchcraft, sorcery, and vampirism. Under the same general heading
are  also  included  mesmerism  and  hypnotism,  except  when  used
solely for medical purposes, and even then there is an element of risk
for all concerned. Though the demonism of the Middle Ages seems to
have disappeared, there is abundant evidence that in many forms of
modern  thought–especially  the  so-called  “prosperity”  psychology,
“willpower-building”  metaphysics,  and  systems  of  “high-pressure”
salesmanship–black  magic  has  merely  passed  through  a
metamorphosis,  and  although  its  name  be  changed  its  nature
remains the same.
https://atriumesoteric.wordpress.com/2018/12/17/manly-p-hall-
excerpts-on-ceremonial-magic/ 

   The fact that we have so many books on the subject should be alarming. These methods intersect the
dark occult because they are hidden from the victim, as the secret of one's magic trick is hidden from the
audience. But many people who engage in this are not dark occultists per se, such as your common
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pragmatist, business man and woman, those into success religion, the new age/law of attraction cult, and
those who have made the single purpose of life: “getting what you want.”  While our culture promotes
selfishness as good and individuals may be successful using dark methods, this will ultimately leave them
unhappy—as spiritual growth is absolutely required for happiness. 

   Those with partial knowledge who believe they are helping others with their wisdom may use very subtle
manipulations  that  they  are  unaware  of  as  they  have  convinced  themselves  of  their  own  errors.
Interestingly, Morgue's past career was an illusionist-magician. 

 
   Now the globalist Dark Occultists have different interests than the lone dark
occultist as the latter is seeking power and control over others while the former
already  HAS it.  The  (capitalized)  Dark  Occultists  do  not  work  directly  with
individuals like the lone one, but through a Structure and Operating System—
and they are merely concerned with putting all  energy into its  functionality.
While the lone dark occultist may assist their plans on mere account of their
negative influence, his ways are not essential to world domination. 

   Now, there are of course groups involved with criminal satanic cults dealing
with torture and human/animal sacrifice.  Groups in the higher ranks of  the
Social  Hierarchy  are  protected  from  police  investigation  as  revealed  with
Pizzagate. The purpose of these rituals is not to summon demons but as a form
of  trauma-based  mind-control  to  create  slaves  who  will  carry  out
assassinations,  espionage,  organizational  infiltration,  prostitution,  and  other
acts. (While mind-control is occurring on every level of the hierarchy down to the average person who
believes in the legitimacy of government, here the mind-control is at its most extreme). Satanic rituals with
chanting,  repetition of  trances,  and horror imagery are used for  hypnosis  and to inflict  extreme fear.
(Image: Fritz Springmeier's book)

   Leaked  emails  showed  the  Podestas  and  possibly  Clintons
partook  in  spirit  cooking with  satanic  artist  and  witch  Marina
Abramovic.  These ritualistic  ceremonies could be connected to
criminal behaviors, but a lot of  what Abramovic does is for sick
art  and entertainment and may have been deliberately exposed
to  get  the  culture  more  comfortable  with  satanism.  The
popularization  of  satanism  along  with  pedophilia  and
sexualization  of  children  (and  societal  degradation  in  general)
feeds  into  the  power  of  the  Dark  Rulers.  Today  Abramovic  is
doing art installations to sell climate change propaganda and is
advertising for Microsoft's virtual reality. 

   Besides using satanic ritual abuse to break people down for
mind-control by intelligence agencies and occult groups, getting
people  involved  in  criminal  satanic  rituals  can  be  used  for
leverage, bribery, and blackmail. This is a tool to control others
for the elites, more than something they may directly participate
in  as  there  is  no  reason  why  the  Highest  levels  of  the  Dark
Hierarchy would pursue activities that would distract them from
their single objective and could potentially sabotage it. 

   The Control System provides refuge for every kind of wicked organized crime, especially child-trafficking
and the big business of selling adrenochrome (blood from ritual sacrifice). The most profitable businesses
of the world are evil (as evil is what makes our world go round) and corruption trickles from the top down. 

   Though various individuals into black magic, witchcraft, or satanic crimes may comprise the Dark Ruling
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Class, it is our endeavor to show that this is irrelevant to their control over the planet. While the Dark
Occultists ruling the planet use manipulative techniques of the dark seller and the tricks of the illusionist, it
is unlikely they use ceremonial magic to accomplish their deeds. This is because it is virtually impossible to
successfully  use  supernatural  powers  or  other  entities  for  their  own  purposes  without  negative
consequences. These chaotic and destructive variables would be needless complications for the evil cabal
when they are ONLY concerned with the practical realm of practical results in which their power manifests.

  THEY don't need supernatural powers to rule the globe NOR Occult Ideas as their success lies their
absolute minimalism towards ONLY that which serves their goal. Their ideology of domination need not be
any  developed  system of  thought,  really...  as  they  share  the  mind  of  a  reptile  more  than  with  an
enlightened being.  

  And yet, all dark occultists help to regress humanity as any bad actor does, whether part of the elites or
not, whether conscious of it or not. 

   What seems more the case is that this evil cabal merely mocks Occult Philosophy for their own ends,
taking aspects that are useful to their  cult  and agenda and discarding the rest.  Rather than taking it
seriously as to attain some level of enlightenment or gnosis, they co-opt enlightened information with a
hydra head as they do to all bodies of information.

   Some in this ruling class believe themselves to be royalty, so they may appear to be Dark Luciferians (or
have  some resonance  with  them)  as  they  superficially  adhere  to  Hermetic  ideas  to  make  them  feel
superior, omniscient, and god-like. These individuals may surround themselves with beautiful and majestic
artworks, décor, furnishings, and libraries pertaining to the subject matter of the occult and evolutionary
consciousness, but this is merely to accessorize the ego and embellish their regal lifestyles. Being involved
in such mockery, they incur more karma than their replica (psychopath) who has no philosophical inkling. 

   To create cultist cohesion and hierarchical structure, rituals and symbols based on esoteric ideas are
used. True alchemical initiation is inverted into a satanic rite of passage into their death cult, a pale and
twisted shadow of true passage. They are not concerned with the content but only that it  provide a
secretive structure to operate through. 

   These Dark Occultists may use the word “the DEAD” to mean the masses who are not aware that they
are being manipulated—rather than meaning people who haven't undergone the process of alchemical
initiation, to which the term “unbegun” is more appropriate.  

   In this regard, we can consider “AWAKE” those aware of the mass manipulation programs going on, but
not necessarily Esoterically Awake... and we will continue to make this distinction.  While the conspiracy
researcher has awakened care for humanity by caring about what is happening to us as a whole... True
Care is reserved for the Initiate and beyond, as its meaning is united to knowing the difference between
good and evil (Natural Law), not just politically but internally. (Most conspiracy researchers are stuck in
false religion, statism, and ego-identification.)

   While it is true that the herd of humanity hasn't awakened True Care, neither have the Dark Occultists,
who know nothing of actual initiation. The Dark Occultists merely CARE about their wicked agenda, better
described as a reflexive predatory instinct; their “Dark Unity” is simply a mutual resonance of this. 

  In final analysis, these Dark Occultists are lower than the DEAD and it would be truer to say that THEY
ARE THE DEAD and humanity is simply ASLEEP.

  What ALL dark occultists have in common is that they are ultimately relativists believing that their lust for
egoic power to dominate or control others is good. Even if they are conscious of their evil, which those at
the top have to be, they see the evil they are perpetrating as good for themselves, so they invert opposites
—which is relativism. Deceiving people and making them think good is evil, is not the works of someone
who understands objective morality but someone who is deluded themselves. 
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   Even  though  Satanists  and  Luciferians  proclaim  to  be  against  solipsism,  because  they  are  moral
relativists they cannot escape it. Truth and morality can at times serve the individual's lower nature and
can be a selective tool used to exert their power and influence.

   The lone dark occultists communication of spiritual half-truths is more dangerous than the common
charlatan, but the Dark Occultists of the one-world-order aren't interested in being charlatans although
they are quite interested in dark psychology. They are primarily concerned with a different task: the task of
operating  the  Control  System which  involves  a  different  set  of  information  as  we will  get  to.  Occult
Philosophy is generally useless to their hellish goals. 

   Would they still be considered Dark Occultists? Well... in a way, and we will have to explore this through
more refinement of language. In the meantime, we will still refer to them as capitalized Dark Occultists.

Chapter 4. KARMA DEFLECTION? ORDER-GIVERS and ORDER-FOLLOWERS

   One who understands Natural Law, understands that you can never defy Natural Law and be successful.
Beings manifested within the relative plane are within Nature, not outside its bounds, and all are subject to
these Laws without exceptions, as the immutable conditions of creation and evolution. 

   Rather than subverting Cosmic Moral Law, it seems more probable that the Dark Occultists (those who
rule  humanity)  simply  reject  its  existence and mock it.  Even  if  they study Hermetic  Philosophy,  they
necessarily invert its meaning in resonance with their subhuman nature.

   Karma and moral consequence are a complex topic because it transcends epistemology; we can never
know how and when consequences for anyone's actions will play out, and there are many lifetimes to
consider—which is unavailable knowledge.

   Action and reaction occur along the wheel of time, beyond the visible where the intelligence of the
universe intersects a multitude of cycles, archetypal patterns, moral lessons, and conditions together in
unforeseen times and ways that bring the necessary conditions for the evolution of each soul. 

(Note  for  the  following:  When  we  discuss  karma  in  greater  or  lesser  terms,  we  are  simultaneously
discussing evil in greater or lesser terms, as karma in the sense we are using it, is simply the balancing and
correction of unjust action.) 

   Mark  Passio  believes
that  the  Dark  Occultists
understand  the  Principle
of  Causality  and  Karma
and  can  insulate
themselves from negative
consequences,  but  he
rightly  admits  that  they
cannot  truly  avoid  their
fate, but only deflect the
inevitable  in  death  and
beyond. 

   It  is  erroneous  to
believe  that  one  can
deflect, lessen, or reduce
their  karma and exhibits
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ignorance of the immutable nature behind Principle and the Equality Under the Law. Of course it is possible
that the Dark Occultists can believe in such a falsehood, but it is unlikely because as relativists—objective
good and evil are meaningless to them. They don't believe that Nature (and thus Natural Law) is above
them, but that their accomplishments are their gift to nature. They believe they are at the cutting-edge of
evolution—a belief that our false science and technology is based on.

   Passio has done well to expose the evils of order-following and order-followers, those who think obeying
orders is good rather than using their conscience to decide whether the action they are ordered to perform
is  good.  While  his  main  example
applies to the military who have an
obvious  chain  of  command,  and
who  are  ordered  to  take  wrong
actions  (to  murder  and  imprison
others),  we  must  understand  this
dynamic  between  order-givers
(masters)  and  order-followers
(slaves)  as  the  make  up  of  every
hierarchical institution (as is Passio's
point as well). 

  Within  the  general  hierarchy,
order-givers of the lower levels are
also  order-followers  to  the  higher
levels, until one reaches the top to
the  FIRST  order-gives  (the  Dark
Occultists themselves), who know and implement the Dark Agenda to kill, maim, negatively mutate, and
enslave humanity. 

 
   It is proposed by Passio that order-followers
are  more morally  culpable  with  have  greater
karmic  repercussions  than  the  order-givers
because they are taking the destructive action,
whereas the order-giver simply gives the order.
By  getting  the  order-followers  to  break  Moral
Law and commit evil crimes, Passio believes the
Dark Occultists can shield themselves from the
brunt  of  bad  consequences...  but  there  are
problems with this assertion.  

   The first  is  that  order-givers  do  not  avoid
taking  immoral  action  as  giving  a  destructive
order is an immoral action itself and even more
destructive of an action because it initiates the
process of evil acts. Even though the pyramid is
an immoral structure, it is provides the context
in which to discern levels of moral responsibility,

as we should not judge behavior in a vacuum or in the absence of context. 

   Because of the abuse of power, the culpability of the order-giver is actually MORE than the order-
follower, just as the mastermind is more culpable than his puppet. The Dark Occultists are the causal origin
for the trickling down of all actions within the pyramid and so bear the brunt of this karma.  
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   To frame it another way: Think of normal causality. We have cause and effect (a main principle of Natural
Law) that applies and follows its  way down in a somewhat linear manner to the final conclusion and
consequence of a given action (causality does NOT end here, for in truth we can trace all effects to Source
and Primary Origin). If we take it and apply it to the chain of events of the order-giver, we quickly see that
origin is primary with regards to effect. The system which the order-giver wields power can be a direct
metaphor to any physical weapon or mechanistic tool, which once set into motion follows as if from night
to day to carry out its engineered and intended consequences (obviously with collateral damage as an
ancillary  benefit  to  any  nefarious
agenda). 

   Though  we  find  human  agency  at
every  step  of  this  mechanism,  and
though karma applies in every stage of
its  processes,  the  initial  trigger  carries
the most conscious intention. Due to the
law of  Mentalism we see this initiating
intention  as  the  original  mover  of  the
action. When we hold a gun we expect a
bullet  to fire when we pull  the trigger.
So too does the order-giver expect that
pistol of state to be fired upon command
with as reliable an effect. 

   Therefore, though we perceive on one level that the Dark Occultists leverage action by proxy of others
agency and karma, we understand at the initiate level that the person who fires the gun takes on the brunt
of moral culpability. It's even greater than the murderer with a single gun and a single victim. Exponentially
so. The Dark Occultists in command over the entire system have taken the gun of state and pulled the
trigger and death and suffering and collateral karmic fallout on myriad levels has been put into motion. 

   From a single directive therefore they have taken the ACTION and become a mass murderer. How can
we ever believe that a single order-follower at the bottom of this chain of events can possibly approach the
level of psychopathy and evil capable of the one at the top?  Order following bears consequences and
karma, but order giving bears more. 

 
   This brings us to a second point already alluded to: behaviors aren't the only component involved in
karmic consequence. The Principle of Causality applies to all aspects of consciousness and our thoughts,
feelings, and especially intentions do matter in the outcome of things and alter the context of our actions.
A person who accidentally kills someone has not committed a murder, whereas a premeditated murderer
has committed a crime with the same outcome. A person who does bad things with some good intentions
is not as immoral as a person who does bad things with purely bad intentions. In both situations, there will
still be negative karmic effects, but to differing degrees according to the other aspects of consciousness
involved. 

   It is contradictory to claim that Principles  only apply to (or mainly apply to) actions. Thoughts and
feelings/intention drive behaviors and can even be seen as a type of action that occurs in the interior, if we
define action as energy that presents itself in the manifest. (As a side note, if we do not correct our
thoughts and emotions—causality applies, even when no direct action seems to have come from them, as
this energy manifests in some way even if the relationship between thought/feeling and action can be
unconscious and subtle.)

   Because  the  Dark  Occultists  manipulate  others  with  evil/selfish  intent,  knowing  the  evil  they  are
unleashing, they are  more immoral  than the order-followers who believe they are serving society in a
positive way—as this is the deception that keeps the Control System running. The military, for example,
believes they serve and protect the country by sacrificing their lives and killing “terrorists.” Yes, there are
still  usually mixed intentions and culpability present—but not as much as the people who use them as
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disposable tools for the opposite reasons. 

   To summarize: Culpability and moral responsibility increase as the levels of the hierarchy increase, so the
highest responsibility comes from the top. Backed with evil intent, the Dark Occultists take the action (with
their minds and hearts aligned) to implement a Dark Plan that involves masses of people. They foresee
their evil ends due to their surveillance systems and informational access as their moves are calculated. 

   Having the power to make decisions that effect the entire world and abusing that power is a much
greater sin than the evils of each individual without that power. 

  Rather than deflecting fate, the Dark Occultists deflect energy and attention from themselves. They put
all their energy into creating the plans and thus the orders—for OTHERS to perform the physical labor and
they avoid attention by using secrecy. The order-giver is concealed by the order-follower by OCCULTING
the hierarchy. Lower levels are more exposed to public scrutiny, while the highest are “protected”  by
invisibility and secrecy.

  Another reason why the Dark Occultists do not face repercussions in the way we would like them to, is
because their authoritarian structure is supported by human thought and energy. As the creators of man's
law, they will never be accountable within man's law, a fact that most in the Truth community will never
discover as they scramble to give their lawsuits to the courts to save us. 

   However,  being  the  parasites  of  humanity,  these  evil  psychopaths  will  face  grave  consequences
throughout their future extending further than this life, even if they seem to get away with a lot before
they die. Reincarnation must be real for cosmic justice to exist and there is no escape to reaping what we
sow. 

   The Dark Occultists are NOT shielded from Natural Law but other things such as a cloak of secrecy, the
lower levels of the hierarchy, and man's law. They remain as culpable as ever. 

   On the good side, because the Dark Occultists don't understand Natural Law, things will get more and
more  difficult  the  more  they  attempt  to  implement  their  high-tech  system  of  control.  It  will  prove
disastrous for them as much exists beyond their foresight and planning. Even if humanity doesn't wake up
enough to tip the scale, the level of unethical control garnered by the Dark Occultists will endure great
resistance from Cosmic Laws. This is why we live during a time of collapse and fall of empire rather than its
peak.

   Instead of having Natural Law Knowledge with the desire to subvert it, they have the knowledge of
leveraging power and the desire to maintain it, which brings us to the next chapter.

Chapter 5. THE “KNOWLEDGE” OF THE DARK OCCULTISTS

   What would a group of psychopathic individuals who want to rule the world believe in? Certainly not
Natural Law, but in man's law—the tool of control behind all governments. Because they practice eugenics
(dictating who lives and dies), exploiting and destroying those “below” them, they obviously believe in their
own superiority  and in the ideologies of elitism, materialism, social  Darwinism, and moral  relativism...
which is simply rationalized barbarianism.

   In this way they can be considered Satanists at the top of the food chain, but Dark Luciferians less so as
their belief-system compels NO cultivation being basic sadism. Some may believe they are god but this is
like how an animal identifies as conqueror, as action is more prioritized than ideology—ideology is left for
the intellectual observers in the lower levels.
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   Rather than attempting to tweak or hack Natural Law, the Dark Occultists operate from a different set of
principles and knowledge about evil and how it operates; evil being that which violently harms (or violates)
another.  This  body  of  information  is  about  how  power  and  control  are  leveraged  against  people  in
organized fashion and some call it the “laws of power,” or the “art of war,” or the Machiavellian science.
This is about how to deceive and perpetrate fraud and treachery upon large groups of people to employ
jurisdiction over them. 

   We may ask the question: is this particular “knowledge” or “science” part of metaphysical knowledge? ...
and the answer is that while it is related (via the Principle of Polarity), it is not metaphysical knowledge or
true science, per se, but about information that serves a particular immoral task: how to enslave others.

   In this way, it is relative rather than absolute knowledge, because it pertains to how evil operates upon
this plane when certain conditions are met, rather than the Knowledge of Good and Evil in a spiritual
context. Because we understand the Good by understanding its opposite (apophasis), the study of evil is
significant to our general studies in Metaphysics and quite important in Alchemy (Self-Knowledge).

   While most of us are more evolved than the Dark Occultists, it is important to know that in the course of
evolution we have been as evil as they... and so there is karmic consequence involved in our incarnation
here with these types of beings. We have come here to fully negate and transcend that type of evil as well
as  evolve  the  lesser  forms  of  evil  within  us  that  still  have  relation  to  psychopathy...  (for  example
selfishness, opportunism, exploitation, and egotism/narcissism, all involve a lack of empathy).

   The  Dark  Occultists  are
not  seeking  objective  truth,
but  pragmatic truth: applied
evil  to  achieve  desired
results.  What  works  isn't
what  is  truth  in  a
metaphysical  sense,  as
morality  and  truth  are
united. Systematic evil works
when  used  upon  subjects
who are ignorant of evil and
hence have no self-defense;
their ignorance feeds evil. As
long as  humans  are  in  this
state of lower consciousness,
they  can  be  controlled  in
particular ways—but rising in
consciousness  would  render
the methods of the Dark Occultists obsolete, revealing that evil (of this nature) is not necessary and can be
ended.

   It is not that the Dark Occultists use Natural Law for deflection—but that they use human ignorance of
their existence for their support.

   We may think of evil's “laws” more as  tenets that have some practical application; but because its
substance is illusory, its application will always fall short so they aren't really LAWS—which by definition are
immutable. While certain methods work in the short-term (due to ignorance and hierarchy), the perpetrator
will experience his own destruction at some future point that will ultimately help his evolution.. . as good
will always prevail—for that is the Ultimate Principle and End in which all things find their completion in. 

   This is less about “science” as it is not grounded in metaphysics, and more about using the scientific
method and Trivium for nefarious purposes, as certain data is taken in, analyzed, and acted upon in a
methodological manner that will yield the most potent results.  A single question need be asked:  What
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must be input to receive the desired output?  It is basic engineering.

   Thus, the dark occultists are simply social engineers and the ultimate pragmatists, who see everything in
terms of how to dominate their prey and what serves that end using strategic war-gaming. The highest
level of the pyramid of power isn't arrived at by the intelligence of Natural Law understanding but based on
the knowledge of the tenets of power and the skilled use of them. 

   In  a lower vibrational  state,  humans are collectivists  and are  either  the  small  group of  engineers
designing collectivist systems or the masses of obedient followers bound by these systems. Certain animal
species create dominator-hierarchies as certain animal behavior expresses the lower consciousness of man
(unconsciously  and  instinctively).  The  Dark  Occultists  basically  do  what  animals  do  in  human  form,
controlled by carnal instinct and primal fear. Because they have the capacity for moral thought, they are
more culpable than animals of course.  

   Because this Dark Cult has existed for thousands of years and has figured out tried-and-true methods to
satisfy  their  primitive  impulses  over  time,  social  hierarchies  have  naturally  evolved  from  this.  These
collectivist systems of control are refined through the trial and error process over time and because this is
the sole thing these individuals give their time and attention to. 

   The  power  differential  of  this  hierarchy  is  not  based  on  Natural  Law knowledge,  but  rather  the
knowledge of power and the pyramid itself, which is occulted from the masses. While in the feudal past we
collectively knew a hierarchy existed (even though we didn't know who operated behind the throne), now
days the hierarchy is completely obfuscated by the ideas of democracy. 

   Just as there are protocols for how to farm animals, there are protocols for how to farm humans.
Because humans are more evolved than animals, developing methods of control must be targeted to the
specific qualities of the human species. This means acquiring a certain level of understanding of human
consciousness (their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors—aka psychology), but only up to the degree that is
required to control them... as additional information is superfluous (time-wasting) and does not serve the
Agenda.    

   This body of psychological information is simply based on observation. Just as a cold and detached
scientist would study rats in a cage or a mouse in a maze, human-beings are studied like soulless objects.
In our society, test subjects (of all  species) are manipulated to study stimuli and reaction like Pavlov's
experimentation. It is easily discovered that systems of reward and punishment (operant conditioning),
manipulation of perception (deception), control of information, and social pressure via consensus-thinking
(conformity experiments) can control behavior.

  Try this and see the results is the basic imperative to discover what is most beneficial to achieve mind-
control, social conditioning, and behavioral manipulation. Human experimentation has been done through
the CIA's Project Paperclip, MKULTRA, and other programs, hence we may deduce that this has occurred
unilaterally across all supposedly disparate organizations for a long time (and perhaps since the beginning
of civilization itself). It is no hidden secret that predators must study meticulously their prey.

   The Dark Occultists cannot be accurately called “master psychologists,” as their understanding is limited
to one practical purpose. Even if they study the spiritual aspects of man, which they certainly have, it is not
to  learn  about  spirituality  but  to  have  greater  leverage  over  man.  In  fact,  they  may  even  consider
spirituality a human weakness... and all of our weaknesses are turned into the science of exploitation; no
higher knowledge necessary.  

   They do not seek knowledge for the sake of having knowledge as the true Occult Student would. While
they understand objective reality to the degree that it helps them, they do not care about objective truth
(inextricably linked to morality). As materialists, they do not understand themselves or cosmic evolution. 

   They lack any wisdom about the psyche or about alchemical transformation, for any understanding of
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this would fundamentally alter and change who they are and what they do. Although they cannot be 100%
evil, as nothing in existence can be, they remain psychopaths devoid of empathy, love, or compassion—the
very virtues of psychological knowledge and development. 

   For these reasons, it is understandable why some people think the Dark Occultists are born of a reptilian
species. While it is true that genetics are altered by consciousness (epi-genetics), we should refrain from
giving the alien debate too much attention—for consciousness is always more important than the physical
vehicle, just as the mind is more important than the brain in pursuing knowledge (if we seek a holistic
benefit and not to turn oneself into a superior calculator). Whereas all the events of genetic change within
species and cross-species are too complicated to comprehend and historically occulted... consciousness can
be understood of which genetics are merely the effect of. 

   Ultimately, we can never know if and how an alien agenda is playing out—and this speculation cannot be
fruitful in terms of truth-discovery. The Occult Student pursues questions that can be answered, spending
little time on those that cannot be. 

   It is more appropriate to see this dark ruling class as inhabiting a reptilian-like consciousness because
they are nothing short of cold-blooded predators, but we do not have to take this literally and overstep the
bounds of epistemology (of what we can know). Without question, their  thoughts, feelings, actions are
driven from the reptilian mind, and not some type of transcendental dark unity. (Dark Unity as presented
by Passio exists in a de facto manner rather than a spiritual cohesion as implied by the term).   

   It is likely that elite bloodlines are preserved for group cohesion and what they believe to be genetic
superiority  (as  they  are  eugenicists).  They  are  dedicated  to  breeding  programs  of  all  kinds  and  the
complete control over human genetics. While their genes have been influenced by their consciousness...
one is not determined by our genes—as they are not fixed (epigenetics). 

   As a side note, some believe the Dark Occultists to be fourth dimensional entities, but it is unnecessary
for them to have contact with the fourth dimension to have the powers they do. It is the third-dimensional
realm they rule through three-dimensional tactics.

Returning back to their manipulations of control. Here are some of the techniques presently used: 

1. Create  the  illusion  of  authority  with  government  and  federal  institutions  to  control  thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors. Create belief in authority through education, media, and advertising. Teach
the lie that government exists for the interests, rights, and freedoms of the people with the false
ideologies of democracy. 

2. Pretend voting and political representation has merit,  when the politicians at the top are hired
actors following a script and those who aren't go nowhere in the system. Everything is planned and
organized from the top down.

3. Keep people in a childlike (regressed) state of consciousness where they project mother and father
archetypes  upon  authoritarian  institutions  to  engender  blind  trust  and  obedience.  Create  the
left/right  paradigm to  divide  populations  when it  is  a  one-party  system.  Each  side  represents
corrupted feminine or masculine values and will keep people locked in mental imbalance.

4. Have  man's  law  protect  organized  crime,  the  Occult  Hierarchy,  and  the  global  elite  while
prosecuting those who do not comply or get in the way. 

5. Convince the world that man's law is about true justice when it merely locks up isolated criminals
who  aren't  part  of  the  elites  or  larger  organized  crime.  Release  criminals  when  you  want  to
generate social chaos.  

6. Promise  protection  and  security  for  the  surrendering  of  rights  and  freedoms.  Pretend  the
Constitution has meaning. Invert the meanings of terms, where freedom is slavery (newspeak). 
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7. Make every industry of man a secretive hierarchy that merges into the global hierarchy so only a
few individuals can control all systems from the top down. 

8. Keep  people  ignorant  of  this  Occult  Hierarchy  and  its  evils  (the  organized  crime  it  protects,
political/social agendas, crimes of intelligence/federal agencies); use secrecy in think-tank meetings
and government programs to hide or occult evil.

9. Create and own the money supply to control and limit human labor, energy, and potential and to
define value and encourage greed and unhealthy ambition.

10. Use money as the rewards system to get humans to do work that contributes to our enslavement
and genocide; reward (pay) more to those who commit more evil in the world. Psychopaths rise to
the top.

11. Use top down pressure with the creation of money (inflation) to create economic ruin, use financial
tools (like derivatives) to create even bigger economic crashes. 

12. Monopolize corporations to continually consolidate market power at the top. Most corporations are
unethical and steer productivity towards destructive ends. (This is where the so-called educated will
work at, who will make a living at the cost of their authenticity and human welfare.) 

13. Use material comfort and convenience to gain support for methods of control. 

14. Make survival incredibly difficult for the so-called uneducated (low wages/high rent). When two
parents have to work, they have less influence in the child's life who becomes more susceptible to
indoctrination by the state.

15. Dumb down the population with bad education; prevent development of critical  thinking skills.
Occult  the  Seven  Classical  Liberal  Arts  (Trivium/Quadrivium).  Make  them smart  enough to  be
worker drones (as a form of enslavement) but not smart enough to figure out they've been had. 

16. Teach postmodernism: fashionable sophistry and relativism that sounds smart! And teach critical
theory that examines cultural trends through the lens of relativism. This opposes philosophical
learning and thinking preventing the understanding of rights, morality, and sovereignty. The less
rational, the more controlled human-beings are.

17. Use cultural Marxism and corrupted polarizing social revolutions to create social conflict, instability,
and confusion, causing destruction to the family unit and community and generational rifts. Today
this is being done with LGBTQ propaganda. 

18.  Co-opt the meaning of social justice. Give people false forms of social injustices to obscure more
important ones. Create a cult who thinks they are awake and makes all issues solely about race,
gender, and sexuality to keep the issues of the past perpetually present. This reinforces identity
politics, ego-identification, pride, identify confusion, etc... it stops procreation (eugenics) and hides
the global picture of slavery.
 

19. With technological advancements feminize society and make the rejection of masculinity a cultural
value.  Artificially  make  women  the  dominant  sex  since  in  their  lower  state  they  are  more
collectivists and followers than men and will socially shame and condemn those who aren't going
along with the program.

20. Indoctrinate  the  masses  with  collectivism  and  co-opted  slave  religions  that  promote  learned
helplessness,  lack  of  sovereignty,  herd  mentality,  slave  mentality,  cowardice,  and  belief  that
obedience is a virtue. 
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21. For the non-religious promote the new age, success religion, materialism, and pragmatism where
social status and wealth are seen as the objects of enlightenment.

22. Co-opt the new age movement to espouse the beliefs of Dark Luciferianism, where the half-truths
that  everyone is  God and everyone is  one is  used for ego glorification,  blindness to evil,  and
political collectivism.

23. Make people  psychological  weak  and so  emotionally  sensitive  and immature  that  they  cannot
handle conflict or the existence of evil and prefer to live in positivistic delusions.  

24.  Install subconscious programming to reinforce base ego as vanity is an extremely potent weapon.
Lock them into cyclic patterns to keep one spinning back and forth between the  two states of self
loathing (mental desolation, aka despair) and narcissism (inflated self-importance). 

25. Normalize satanism to degrade culture with the lack of values and promote selfishness by confusing
it with self-love. Make the satanic belief in abortion popular so that society celebrates the mass
murder of their own kind. 

26. Control,  restrict,  and censor  information  through  media,  advertising,  big  tech  companies,  and
educational  programs.  Control  the  narrative  and program populations what  you  want them to
believe. 

27. Use divide and conquer tactics through political/ideological division to keep people fighting against
each other... a distraction and obfuscation of the true enemy.

28. Use  false  flag  events,  manufactured terrorism (war),  media  hype,  and false  statistics  to  keep
people addicted to the wrong narratives. Pit country against country when we are already in global
government to divide and conquer.

29. Keep people in a constant state of fear/terror of an enemy, whether that be a terrorist (individual,
organization,  or  country),  technological/nuclear/cyber wars,  viral  pandemics,  or  carbon dioxide.
Always act as the savior to these issues; offer the solution with more authoritarian control.

30. Use “saving the environment” as a smokescreen to implement 5G smart cities, more taxes, and
control over energy use. This will move us into global technocracy. 

31. Put harmful chemicals, toxins, and genetically-modified organisms (nonlethal weapons) into food,
water, medicine (vaccines), and air to slowly kill off the weak (eugenics). Also add sterilizing agents
to these things to prevent procreation.   

32. Use corrupted science and technology to implement a digital enslavement system, where each
individual  will  eventually  be  connected  to  the  cloud  with  bio-sensor  implants.  Create  harmful
electronics and WIFI towers that emit harmful frequencies. 

33. Use the genetic revolution to create toxic foods and harmful substances and to modify (mutate) the
human being into a degraded species  (transhumanism).  Create hybrid species  to blur  the line
between animal and man. 

34. Convince the world that science and technology exists for our benefit and is the cutting edge of our
evolution. 

   In academia, all  types of  method “sciences” are used to help the Control System. The subjects of
sociology/social theory, mob psychology, behavioral psychology, mind-control, hypnosis, psychiatry, etc. are
about  understanding  how  to  manipulate  mind  and  behavior.  Genetic  engineering,  biotechnology,
nanotechnology, micro-robotics, synthetic biology, bio/micro-electronics, etc. are about how to manipulate
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the  human  body—and  these  sciences  are  becoming  more  prevalent  as  seen  with  the  recent  mRNA
injections.

   Cybernetics,  information  technologies,  economics,  business,  telecommunications,  network  science,
computer programming, systems engineering, artificial intelligence, etc. are all method “sciences” dealing
with external  systems. They are used to build the electronic infrastructure of  the Control  system and
collectivist war-machine. 

  The drive behind all these sciences is, of course, how
to control  the individual: 1) psychologically in isolation,
2)  psychologically  in  groups,  3)  physically  through the
body, and 4) through connecting the body to electronic
networks,  and  5)  from  all  aspects  of  the  external
collective structure).

   The Dark Occultists integrate information from these
fields to bring integration to their stream-lined systems
in  the  most  practical  and  efficient  way;  this  is  about
being  clever,  not  intelligent.  Humans  at  any  level  of
consciousness could understand what they are doing if
they could transcend their fear of evil.(Again, we must emphasize that their abilities to integrate—have
nothing to do with holistic consciousness but about having the most control over the human being.) 

   Besides theoretical knowledge is the practical knowledge of how our particular Control System actually
operates  through  its  protocols.  Think  of  the  military  and  CIA  and  how  there  are  levels  of  “security
clearance” and access to information about the entire system and how it operates. The global hierarchy is
compartmentalized the same way: each higher level knows more about the entire system and can control
more than the level below it. Each ascending level is more integrated than the former, condensing the
information of the activities of the former like consolidated files in a computer system making it easier to
control subordinate levels. 

   We can imagine the entire system being
operated  by  moving  a  few  levers  that
consolidate  this  control  over  each  industry.
While  this  metaphor  is  inaccurate  and  too
simplistic,  it  helps us understand that what
seems like great complexity need not be.

   While individuals towards the top appear to
have  more  control  than  those  lower—they
remain  puppets  of  the  highest  level.  The
politicians and world leaders are not at the
top  of  the  Occult  Hierarchy,  even  though
some may believe they are or are close to
the top because they cannot see the levels

above it. They are merely frontmen, actors, puppets, and mouthpieces for the levels above them. How
they got to their position could be for various reasons; they could have been groomed since birth in a
ruling bloodline, inflicted with trauma-based mind-control, motivated by their own lust for power and the
rewards system, etc. 

   Fritz Springmeier, researcher on the illuminati bloodlines, claims that the Council of 3 is the highest level
of the pyramid with the Council of 5, the Council of 9, The Grand Druid Council, and the the Committee of
300 below. 

   Even though this is a working theory that may be inaccurate, common sense tells us that a group of 3
people at the top sounds  plausible because the smaller the group, the more efficient, stable, and long-
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lasting it can be. The smallest numerical unit for a group is three, the number of checks and balances. Two
could conspire to kill one and recruit a new number 3, but with more people more possible group divisions.
The more people at the very top, the less potential unity, the more potential in-fighting and unpredictable
variables and outcomes. As long as every level below is directed from the top, the larger numbers of those
lower levels would merely play out the unity at the very top. (This is like how any pyramid scheme works.) 

   Christians  believe  that  Satan  (or  Lucifer)  is  at  the  top  of  the  pyramid,  still  stuck  in  mythological
projections where good and evil  are personified. However,  people  are at the top due to their free will
choices.  These individuals  are expressing evil,  but  not  the epitome or  archetype of  evil—as they will
eventually evolve out of their lower state of consciousness. 

(A  couple  of  adjacent  points:  The  pyramid  shape
corresponds to levels of consciousness as manifested on
the  planet,  with  the  fewest  people  having  a  higher
consciousness,  and the most number having relatively
lower consciousness. This allows the Pyramid of Power
its success (conditional mutual reinforcement) where in
this  Dark Pyramid,  the lowest  consciousness is  at  the
top. Many believe that individuals at the top of a power
pyramid  could be good[like  Plato's  philosopher-kings—
but this is impossible, for the very pursuit of power is a
vice and their higher level of consciousness puts them
on the correct pyramid.)

   In addition to the information about the actual Control System, there is the historical and real-time
information derived from the human population. Using surveillance capitalism and smart technology as
tools, the ruling class has access to personality profiles (values, preferences, beliefs) and can know what
everyone is doing at anytime with tracking devices, GPS, and sophisticated data-acquisition systems. With
this  practical  information,  they  build  AI  algorithms with  statistical  computing,  hardware  and  software
programs, and predictive models to plan events. Soon bio-sensor implants will become widely used so that
our physical bodies and brains will be hacked (this announced by Klaus Schwab of the World Economic
Forum). Sensory-electronic substances have already been discovered in the Covid-19 vaccines (follow my
Bioterrorism series). They will not only collect data on our output, but control input (harmful signals and
frequencies) through bidirectional communication.  

   The Dark Occultists use the one-eye symbolism (of Horus)
with a false materialistic interpretation... that omniscience can
be achieved through surveillance and that True Knowledge is
spying to know what everyone is doing and violating the right
to privacy. This obviously has nothing to do with the real Eye
of  Enlightenment—as  the  attainment  of  Natural  Law
Understanding. The All  is what is omniscient. There can no
spiritual vision through a Control System. 

   We could boil down the knowledge of the Dark Occultists as
having four parts (that of course overlap): 1) the tenets of
power and methodologies  of  control,  2)  the  human psyche
and  behavior,  individually  and  collectively,  3)  how  our
particular Control System operates, and 4) informational data
on  individuals  and  populations  using  characterization  for
predictive-modeling and planning.
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   While there is the belief that the Dark Occultists are occulting Natural Law information, it is more true
that they subvert any information that threatens statism, the world religion of modernity.  What they do
occult is information about their existence, their methods of control, the Control System at large and their
agendas. 

   We have now arrived at the fact that there can be two meanings of occult knowledge. Lower cased it can
mean ANY knowledge that is occulted or hidden, so it can refer to this information about the Control
System and the knowledge of evil (power, control, coercion). Occult power is about hidden power as evil
must mask and conceal itself and operate in the shadows. 

    This is occulted by informational organizations rooted in secrecy.  Thus, to discover this information (of
which there are endless books on), one must commit himself to reading and research that goes beyond the
smokescreen of the mainstream media and indoctrination stations. 

   Because the Dark Occultists  conceal  this information, we can continue to call them “Dark Occultists,”
although other terms may be more fitting. They deliberately withhold and hide information to humanity's
plight.  Although  the  lone  dark  occultist  goes  more  into  Hermetic  Science  to  withhold  information  to
gatekeep, these Dark Occultists withhold simply to manipulate... spiritual implications unnoticed.

   Unfortunately, they do not have to put much energy into occulting evil because humanity occults it from
themselves with their fear, cowardice, and weakness. 

   Capitalized  Occult Knowledge
involves  Hermeticism/Philosophy,
Alchemy/Esoteric  Psychology,
and the Seven Liberal  Arts.   In
this sense it is considered  occult
because  it  is  occulted  to  man's
lower level of consciousness and
thus  absent  from  his  systems.
The undeveloped person cannot
perceive  or  understand  the
Seven  Laws,  which  are  hidden
from  the  senses  and  require
rational  and  spiritual
development  to  perceive.  Once
initiated,  they  becomes  self-
evident. 

   Psychologically the occult is the subconscious, the shadow, and hidden aspects of the self that must be
brought to light for integration. There are seven alchemical processes that are occulted because until one
goes through a transformation in consciousness to change his fundamental character, these concepts are
beyond him. 

   Whereas understanding occult knowledge of the Control System requires research with proper critical
thinking  skills,  understanding  Occult  Philosophy—while  involving  the  same—also  requires  much  more
(especially inner work).  

   We can see how it would be easy to lump the knowledge of the Conspiracy with Natural Law since both
are occulted information. Mark correctly sees the former as the problem and the latter as the solution. The
first regards our conditions and the latter is simply Spiritual Wisdom required to change our conditions. 

   While Natural Law information has no intrinsic relation to the Control System, knowledge of the system,
its evil, and conspiracy is necessary to advance with Occult Philosophy as such philosophy deals with the
nature and expression of good and evil. If we cannot perceive evil in the world, then we are spiritually
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blind.

   On the positive, our unique ability to see the global conspiracy contrasted with previous eras, can speed 
up our own evolution and ascension, since we can see the root of evil, we can see evil holistically, and not 
get lost in the branches. We can see how all the vices of men contribute to a monolithic monstrous 
machine.

   Both types of occult knowledge are necessary for spiritual growth but this will be incredibly difficult to
achieve for both types require confronting evil and fear. Most people only want to project goodness onto
the world and attempt to live in a happy bubble as to believe what our political leaders tell us because the
deception is too emotionally uncomfortable and even life shattering. 

   By not desiring to know and understand evil, human-beings contribute to their collective doom. Part of
evolution is to learn how to handle and deal with the evils of harsh reality without getting too thrown off
balance... as to also experience the great beauty and goodness in our personal lives. We have to expand
our consciousness to hold both the horror and greatness of this world.

   Many have started to deoccult the Global Conspiracy because of the enormous medical fraud and tyranny
achieved by the COVID-19 plandemic. They are getting red pilled on the Rockefeller's, the Rothchild's, the
Council of Foreign Relations, the World Economic Forum... and all the rest. Crisis is often needed to foster
awakening.

   But most (in our lifetime) will never reach the second as to discover Natural Law and Self-Knowledge to
the degree of an Initiate. It takes immense courage to confront collective evil, but even MORE to confront
the evil in oneself. While it is difficult to accept massive organized evil in the world, it is incomparably
harder to see and transmute the evil within, and that shadow work is critical to the alchemical path of
initiation and for one to have gnosis of good and evil. 

Chapter 6. EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC RELIGION

   It is virtually impossible for one to not have a religion, as even the agnostic believes he cannot know and
the atheist  believes in the negation of the Higher. Everyone can at least conceive of the Higher even to
reject it or claim they cannot know anything of it and this is because the Higher is a real concept and part
of Nature (the medieval ontological argument for God's existence). We either distort Truth (ignorance and
belief) or find Truth (Knowledge and Gnosis). Religion-creation comes before spiritual discovery... and even
nihilism is a type of religion. 

   In the “Fake-Ass Christians Seminar” Mark Passio claims that the Dark Occultists invented exoteric
religion to keep the masses away from the truth of their esoteric (Natural Law) core as with Esoteric
Christianity. 

   Upon investigation one discovers, however, that esoteric religion is a problem, the masses take a greater
part in creating all religions, the Dark Occultists are also locked in lower religion, and that they their co-
option of religion can be done without Natural Law understanding. 

   At this point we must mention that every religion (and we use religion in the negative sense connected
to the meaning of cult and limited belief-system) has a an esoteric and exoteric side. While Passio claims
that the esoteric side is the true side (relating to Natural Law Philosophy), we challenge this as esoteric
religion is not the same as Esoteric Knowledge. (People can believe in esoteric ideas without gaining any
philosophical foundation or noncontradictory understanding.)
   
   Esoteric regards less known aspects, while exoteric regards the more known aspects of religion. 
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   Religions (both esoteric/exoteric) are developed from knowing that there is a greater reality and purpose
to  existence,  but  not  having  the  mental,  emotional,  and  spiritual  development  to  gain  proper
understanding and interpretation of it. 

   The dark occult is connected to both esoteric and exoteric aspects of religion. 

   Astro-theology has played a part in religion-creation as humans have explored their relationship with the
Higher starting with literal  interpretation. By examining the heavens, celestial  bodies, and their cycles,
these ancient esoteric religions such as solar, lunar, and stellar cults were based on the Hermetic fragment
“as above, so below.” From this... myths, legends, and stories were generated from planetary archetypes
and cosmic events seeking to bring man in union with God.  

   The root of the religion contains esoteric fragments of Occult Philosophy like the Golden Rule... but the
esoteric  core  of  all  religions  isn't  in  pure  form—otherwise  there  wouldn't  exist  the  religion,  which
necessarily contains corruption. To believe that all religions (before their co-option by Dark Occultists) were
started by Initiates is a false idea; as religions are collectivist cages formed by misunderstanding and thus
resonate with the dark occult.

   (Jesus, Buddha, and Krishna didn't create their religions and could have been evolved beings—even
though likely a blend of fact and fictional  archetype, Hermes too. True initiates are more likely to be
unknown rather than cultural idols.)

   A religion becomes exoteric when the cult becomes so big (due to tribal consciousness) that its myths
and conventions become part of culture and of course its esoteric roots become more watered down and
distorted when appealing to the masses.

   We should not assume that those who pursue the esoteric  religious side are that much higher in
consciousness than the exoteric as both sides take kernels of truth and mix it with dogma, belief, authority,
and institutions due to the misunderstandings of lower consciousness. 

   Dark occultists of all kinds are into esoteric religion believing it superior to exoteric religion. They have
been able to use the hidden hierarchies of esoteric religion to develop power structures. The ancient solar
cult from which Christianity was likely derived from was connected to dark occultism but not solely the
ruling class... as all religions are a blend of attempted understanding by the masses and malicious intent by
their rulers.

   While these nature (pagan) religions contain symbol and ritual based on cosmic archetype and cycle...
there is no higher (initiatory) understanding; it is used for egoic expression and tribal control just as the
exoteric counterpart.

   Those who believe themselves to be light occultists also fall into the esoteric religions. Annie Besant who
wrote  Esoteric  Christianity tried  to  create  an  exoteric  world  religion  revealing  that  even  though  she
appeared to understand some esoteric concepts, in practice understanding was lost.

   While there are those who have mused over the deeper understandings of the allegories and symbols of
Esoteric Christianity,  true Christian Adepts are unlikely,  not only because Adepts are extremely rare in
general (and may be in all honesty only a small handful of people in the entire world), but because Occult
Philosophy far transcends any relevance to Christianity and the cult of Christ. True Adepts are part of no
cult, whether that be Islam, Christianity, or Buddhism, etc. 

  It is far-fetched that a true form of Christianity even existed by a substantial group of people. People in
this mythic/religious level of consciousness would not have the right worldview for correct interpretation
and would have various beliefs in varying degrees of truth and falsehood. Thus, it is more likely that an
already (corrupted) Christian religion created by ignorance was then co-opted by the ruling class. 
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   This was clearly seen when Christianity was co-
opted by the Roman empire through the Flavian
Dynasty  and  Constantine.  Uniting  Church  and
State was a pragmatic ploy to make the Roman
State  more  powerful,  rather  than  about
suppressing Cosmic Moral Truth. 

   Religions, which already contain a substantial
level  of  distortion  (with  dogmas  and  myths),
become more distorted  by  empire—who  uses
religion  and  all  belief-systems  for  its  own
purpose.

   Imagine a child who has an imaginary friend
and  then  a  predator  who  uses  that  friend  to
manipulate  the  child,  saying  “your  imaginary
friend told me this...” Now imagine, a group of people who invent an anthropomorphic version of God, and
then a predator class who pretends to have special communication with this particular God (i.e. the priest
class, the papacy, etc.). These victims are manipulated with their own false beliefs.

   The highest you can go with authoritarianism is to seize the authority of God (Romans 13). Once “God”
backs and validates your empire, the minds of men can be more easily controlled. Knowing that humans
can be manipulated with authority isn't some special knowledge, as it can easily be deduced in a laboratory
setting as done with the Milgram experiments, in which the majority of test subjects were willing to harm
individuals via an electric shock when asked to so by an authority figure in a white coat.   

   Religious and spiritual authority is the most potent weapon against man, regardless of whether he is into
the esoteric or exoteric.  While the exoteric will believe in institutional authority, the esoteric will often
believe in the authority of mystery-school hierarchies. Take for example, the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn, which is more of an expression of the dark occult.  

   Even  though  true  Esoteric  Knowledge  could  not  serve  the  Dark  Occultists,  esoteric  religions  do.
Freemasonry in its pure form (as understood by the Initiate) is simply an advance symbolic system relating
to Hermeticism and Alchemy. However, in its degraded form as an institution, religion, and cult  (even
though it denies being these things), it is a powerful tool for the elites. 

   While exoteric religion tends to be egalitarian and for the masses, esoteric religions can be elitist and for
those who are individuating from herd consciousness. They are looking for something deeper than the
exoteric by usually find themselves in cul-de-sacs as with institutionalized Freemasonry, which has turned
esoteric symbols into dark occult rituals. 

   Because this giant masonic cult is structured like a dominator hierarchy (under the pretense of an
“illuminated” spiritual hierarchy), many secret groups can be formed within this structure that can be used
by the Dark Occultists, as all dominator hierarchies FEED into the Occult Hierarchy (Control System).   

   We now arrive at the topic of the Illuminati. This underground faction helped instigate the French
Revolution.  And  while  their  intention  appeared  to  be  about  good  things  like  rights,  freedoms,  and
“enlightened democracy,” appealing to the esotericist, it was more about bringing the next phase of global
government. These engineered revolutions merely co-opt ideals, twist their meaning, and use them to
market more enslaving systems. They are fake revolutions of manufactured consent.
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   Some act as if the New World Order is only about freemasonry, calling it a masonic conspiracy and
others point to Zionism or the Jesuits order. But the truth is that many secret societies and orders of all
false religions are playing out many imperial conspiracies against humanity all the time. In the Old Empire,
the  Knights  Templar,  the  Pope's  secret  military  order  carried  out  atrocities  like  the  Crusades  when
Christianity was the imperial religion. 

   The Lost Keys of Freemasonry (by Manly P. Hall) is a good read
because  it  talks  about  initiation  by  the  cosmos  and  how  it  is  an
objective  process  rather  than  a  socially-validated  process  through
organized rituals. But the deeper truth that Hall missed is that once we
have an institution—the keys of true Occult Science are lost.  

  While  the  (Abrahamic)  slave  religions  are  about  exoteric  mass
obedience  and  conformity,  esoteric/occult  religions  are  about  cultish
social hierarchies where belief in authority is still a problem. 

   Some in  esoteric  cults  become deluded  to  believe  they  are  the
spiritual masters of humanity guiding our evolution. Their promotions
may  involve  initiation  ceremonies  used  as  a  reward  system leading
them astray as the feed the dark occult  and sometimes directly the
Dark Occultists. 

   The  Dark  Occultists  do  not  peddle  corruption  to  simply  prevent
people  from  understanding  the  truth  of  Esoteric  Knowledge,  but
because  any  type  of  corruption  serves  them.  With  the  Principle  of
Polarity and Correspondence, we can understand that all smaller evils
serve all larger evils, evil being in unity with itself, but this is not about holistic evil, but a non-contradictory
understanding of evil and the Law of Identity. (The same applies to the good). 

  To say the Dark Occultists  invent  all  false religions (while  knowing True Religion) is  more than an
overstatement, as they themselves partake in false religion. Satanism is a surely a religion with false beliefs
about the nature of reality. The satanists in power of course supports man's law.

   They peddle false religion because it serves their false religion and all false religion corresponds to each
other (Correspondence/Vibration/Attraction). The masses believe in the slave religions and the rulers in
master  religions  (satanism)  and this  manifests  a  co-created  dialectical  prison.  The  masses  believe  in
authority and want to relinquish their responsibility to authority, when the Dark Occultists want to be that
authority, with the help of their (esoteric) pseudo-initiates. 

   False religions are also like false ideologies. The Dark Occultists are statists, materialists, pragmatists,
collectivists, egotists, relativists, positivists, and utilitarians, just like the masses. It is not necessarily that
academia  is  involved  in  a  conspiracy  consciously  promoting  these  ideologies  to  stifle  our  mental
development, but that these ideologies resonate with lower consciousness. 

   While Christianity was the religion of the old empire, statism is the religion of the new world order—no
God or mythology necessary, put just the pure belief that government is good and necessary. Thus, the
separation of church and state never really occurred as obfuscated by the religion of the state.

  While those in power use the state religion to serve themselves, we cannot say they solely invent state
religion. The problems of central authority and collectivism existed in tribes and evolved to statism with
agricultural and technological advancements. Statism is modern tribalism. 

   Just  as  the  Dark  Occultists  do  not  understand objective  morality  neither  do  they understand the
difference between true and false ideology/religion. Their ignorance overlaps with the masses and the
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cages they promote resemble the cages they are also in.  

Chapter 7. WAR AGAINST THE DARK OCCULTISTS 

   If  we believe that the occultation of  Natural  Law is the Dark Occultists'  main strategy to enslave
humanity—then it becomes easy to believe that our single solution for human freedom is to simply deoccult
this information to “level out the playing field” by sharing it with every single person we come in contact
with as well as extending it to audiences of great numbers. 

   While it is good to make the information available, this simplistic perspective places enormous pressure
and an unnecessary burden on ourselves that will burn us out. It will leave us disappointed because it is
not the occultation of Principles that gives us our conditions but humanity's level of consciousness in the
aggregate. For it is that level in which Principles are naturally hidden from. Just because you have the
information doesn't make others ready to hear it.

   If we believe that without the Dark Occultists, human religions wouldn't be corrupted but in their pure
esoteric  state,  we are mistaken. We have seen how esoteric  religion contains  issues like the exoteric
mainstream ones and that belief exists where gnosis doesn't.  Those who do not care to discover and
understand the objective nature of themselves and reality, can only default to authority and that is where
most people are at. The prerequisites required to embark this path are so many that we should not assume
that merely sharing information is sufficient. 

   The  Great  Work  involves  the  evolutionary  processes  towards  initiation  and  beyond  this  plane
(ascension). This is about the continual refinement of our knowledge (both Absolute and relative) and the
application of such knowledge in our personal lives (holistic living) as the alignment of one's perception to
truth and morality moment-to-moment (in thought, feeling, and action).

   People misconceive a rudimentary (and often fragmented) understanding of Natural Law concepts as the
pinnacle of evolution in which one then should become a Natural Law missionary as getting the masses up
to par is all that is left to do. But the difficulties in attaining conscious and holistic living should not be
underestimated, as most people in the spiritual and freedom movements claim to have achieved this when
they haven't even begun.

   Once we identify as a Natural Law crusader, it becomes easy to abandon further alchemical processes
within ourselves in regards to ego, shadow, and our dark side... Being identified with a single agenda and
directing all energy towards it collapses the multi-dimensionality of life learning and destroys our objective
moment-to-moment awareness of ourselves and reality. Rather than seeing people-in-and-of-themselves
and objective reality in itself, we perceive everything in relation to our mission seeking to make everything
fit our agenda. This is the opposite of holistic consciousness. 

   Since everyone is at different stages of development, each individual has different requirements of what
they need to help them grow where they are at, and most people are not capable of any type of growth,
let alone alchemical, due to calcified egos and their minds and hearts being possessed by falsehoods.

  When we act like radical zealots about Natural Law, we can actually detract people from the information
and give it  a religious or cult-like appearance. Blindly sharing this with anyone at anytime will  create
unnecessary conflict as such blindness reveals our lack of knowledge of whom we are sharing it with. 

   Not everyone is ready for Occult Knowledge and part of the Great Work is becoming psychologically
adept to understand others—after deeply understanding oneself. Until we address the unique psychological
blocks (self-defense mechanisms, ego attachments, shadow, etc.)  to developing holistic consciousness,
external information is often meaningless and counterproductive. Due to the uniqueness of each person's
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psychology, there is no one-size fits all approach unless we see individuals as numbers in a factory of so-
called “enlightenment.” 

   Ultimately,  there are  right  and wrong ways to share information and we should take a balanced,
practical, realistic, and holistic approach. 

   Adepts respond to the opportunity to help others when it presents itself, rather than making it a crusade
under collective delusions about helping the masses. Natural Law sharing is about readiness in timing,
organic situations, and spontaneous action at the right moment with the right people—and this cannot be
planned or organized. 

  Those who claim they are always planting seeds have little to no awareness of what they do, for a seed
can only grow on fertile soil  and wasting time is no worthy act. They may act through a mechanical
formula to validate their good deed rather than tend to the unique needs of each situation as to follow up
on what helps or not. 

   There are so many factors required to actually help a person evolve their consciousness to understand
true Occult  Ideas that we must regard this as a rarity;  it  involves karma, choice,  and timing beyond
ourselves. 

   When we mystify the Dark Occultists, we may have a distorted picture of reality as to perceive the
cosmic picture of Good versus Evil with the  “awake” Dark Occultists and the awake Light Occultists, each
having their influence over humanity, the Dark Occultists occulting Natural Law information and the Light
Occultists de-occulting Natural Law. 

   This  mythos  is  related  to  some of  Manly  P.  Hall's  writings.  He  suggested that  superhuman black
magicians from Atlantis and Egypt overthrew the ruling priest class composed of white magicians and
initiates,  thus seizing control  over  society and then crafting state religion to cage people's minds.  He
believed these Atlantean sorcerers  destroyed Occult  Philosophy to specifically  prevent  individuals from
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adepthood.

   The problem is that this supports the myth that a political social hierarchy of true Adepts existed in
antiquity and once ruled over man, which would never be the case. Few adepts exist in every age, but they
hold no social power, nor do they battle directly with the Dark Occultists as they operate from a higher
vibration.

   All mystery-schools built around organized social hierarchies are already corrupt from the get go and
most especially ones that rule the world. This idea of evil hijacking what is good and pure is too simplistic
and distorts our understanding of true initiation and the nature of evil. 

   Sure the Dark Occultists conceal the truth of themselves and the pyramid but the idea that they guard
the true secrets of the Mysteries is unsubstantiated for true Spiritual Knowledge is occulted to them by
virtue of their consciousness. 

   Now in the past and ancient past, the Dark Occultists may have suppressed groups connected in some
way with Hermeticism... but this was not because they understood spiritual truths and saw it as a threat
but  saw rebellion  as  a  threat—violence  towards  these  groups  was  also  a  way to  maintain  power  by
cultivating fear. We cannot assume that groups who rebel against power structures are actual initiates
understanding objective morality.  Most of these groups were cults with their  own distorted ideas who
wanted to replace authority.

   While doctrines of anarchy are a threat to statism, Natural Law isn't a true threat as during the middle
ages it actually became centered around statism. Countless academic books on natural law theory, use it to
validate man's law, state religion, and positivist doctrine. Lower consciousness that lacks objectivity, rejects
the responsibilities of sovereignty, and fears true freedom can only misinterpret higher teachings.

   The only true threat to the Dark Occultists is if humans became initiated and left behind their false
worldviews and egoic consciousness, but such transcendence would not produce a war with them and they
would not be able to fight back with their lower methods as these methods would have no grip on higher
consciousness. It would be like a net that is too far from what it is trying to catch. Their plans and power
would naturally be undone without organized action against them. In fact, it is organized action and social
movements that feed into their dialectic and perpetuate false revolution. 

   While immoral power grasps the minds of many in resonant consciousness, true spiritual power (the
knowledge that helps one evolve) is for the few who are ready for it (the narrow archway). 

   Once we deconstruct that the Dark Occultists
conquered the Light Occultists mythos and see
that the Dark Ones were not really interested in
Hermetic knowledge or its suppression, we can
have a more correct worldview.

   Believing that the Dark Occultists are on the
same level with the Light Occultists fulfills a type
of  archetypal-mythological  fantasy  making  the
cosmic  battle  of  opposites  more  exhilarating.
The Great War becomes about who is going to
win  over  or  influence  the  homo  sapien  herd
towards  or  against  Natural  Law,  the  Dark
Occultists  or  the  Light  Occultists?  (Art:  Jason
Wang 7)
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   In  this  false  conception,  we  glorify  the  Dark  Occultists,  ourselves,  and  even  humanity  to  our
disadvantage. We glorify the villain to glorify the fight—because a powerful adversary makes the war more
satisfying to overcome and it elevates our own status upon dedicating our lives to this fight. 

   Some falsely imagine that the Dark Occultists imprison
all souls to reincarnate on earth... that they've casted an
astral net. This comes from a nihilistic worldview of simply
giving evil way too much credit. The Dark Occultists are
not above Natural Law—they do not set the conditions for
our soul's journey. They interfere with us at the 3-D level
only.  

   The Archons (whom the Gnostics call  them) are not
villainous spiritual  beings beings who created this world
through their  master,  the Demiurge, as they are simply
earth's rulers by virtue of their methods over a population
who  wants  to  be  deluded.  The  Demiurge  is  simply
shadow, dark side, and lower consciousness from either
side of the dialectic (both masters and slaves). 

   There is nothing great about the Dark Occultists who
are not awake at all.  They are lowly dreadful  creatures
beneath the masses and deader than “the DEAD”... they
have no spiritual insight or self-mastery or worthy motive. They deserve ZERO respect for they have not
earned or gaining anything worthwhile, least of all enlightened knowledge. 

  What seems like dedication and commitment is merely them being slaves to their primal instinct. They
put no effort towards the development of human qualities unless they serve this instinct. Their dark unity is
base, not intelligent, cannibalistic not holistic. Once we can put them in their proper place, we will see a
puff of stinky smoke where their sorcery-type illusions used to be.

   Rather than being fallen angels or like the Lucifer story, they haven't even evolved to the human level, so
there is nothing to fall from. Fallen angels exist, as any higher being can regress due to free will, but these
inferior creatures need not be given even a virtuous title of the past. They are more the Beast in the
biblical context or beast-consciousness in the Alchemical one. We can take this literally as  they are the
beasts  of  men.  The bottom-line  here  is  that  you  don't  need  spiritual  knowledge in  order  to  control,
conquer, and enslave. 

   We have seen how it is possible for the dark unity at the top to be as small a number as three and this
dispels the “magic” of how they are able to achieve so much without the group divisions and internal chaos
one would imagine.

   As far as the rest of the hierarchy is concerned, dark unity is about a shared hyper-focus toward
predatory instincts that helps one ascend the Social Hierarchy. Some are frustrated as to why there isn't
more  light unity  in the world,  but light unity cannot be as simplistic as dark unity. Light Unity is  the
infinitely greater task of  not only (attempting to always)  align the Self  to objective reality (truth and
morality) moment-to-moment but finding others (few and far between) who are doing the same AND
without social hierarchies.  

   A group of Light Occultists is a rare thing as most who profess to understand Natural Law are oblivious
to objective truth in their personal lives and will remain moral relativists until the true alchemical path is
engaged. Until there is psychological mastery in multiple individuals, there can be no enlightened group.
(This  doesn't  mean  people  should  not  collaborate  or  work  with  the  unbegun  but  that  a  group  of
humanitarians is not necessarily a group of Light Occultists. There is a wide gap between the unbegun and
the initiated. Most groups will consist of different levels of development... and thus differing agendas and
conflicts.)  
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   Furthermore, even if just three Light Occultists got together, they would not be able to achieve the
opposite of the Dark Occultists because they would never create a dominator hierarchy that could control
and influence large groups of people. Even if they could, they would then be committing acts of the dark
occult. 

   So while there is an Evil Team specifically conspiring against the human species, there can be no Good
Team to balance that out in a way that is equally opposite. This is because the light occultists could never
be on the same playing field as the Evil team as to use the Control System for good.
 
   Dark Occultists have the power to change the world because they rule over the worldly structure and can
coerce individuals through man's laws and tyrannical regulations. But Light Occultists and Philosopher-
Kings will never seek this type of power. They would never replace the Dark Occultists. They are not their
mirror opposites, but above and beyond them in consciousness. 

   Their teachings are only available to those who have developed the eyes to see and the ears to hear. The
idea of a light occult group being the true illuminati is a mythical notion that plays on our lower need for
group consciousness and the new age belief that organized action changes the world. 

   Even if light occultists could make Natural Law Knowledge mainstream with some power and control over
the media and education, this would become a travesty as lower consciousness would co-opt the ideas into
a false religion/ideology, academic legal theory, or a political social movement.  In order to “reach the
masses,” the more the message is corrupted to vibrate with their lower consciousness. 

   Regardless of how the masses are influenced by the Dark Occultists or whether Hermetic knowledge is
occulted from them, the masses have free will and are responsible for their development. This is why it is
important to realize that they are not merely helpless victims being fooled and tricked by “evil geniuses.”
Our dystopian conditions are the result of everyone's participation. 

   Rather than seeing humanity at the whim of Dark or Light Occultists, they are at the whim of their own
self-ignorance,  spiritual  darkness,  and  satanic  yearnings.  Most  humans  reject  moral  development
resonating with the ideologies of power, ego, superficial and materialistic values and desires.

   While the Dark Occultists are lower than the masses, the masses vibrate in synch with their oppressive
structures and easily fall for their tactics because of their underdevelopment. Humans believe in authority
because it gets them off the hook for discovering truth for themselves. They WANT to abdicate moral
responsibility and are content to be enslaved as they find its trade-offs of material comfort, convenience,
and temporary security/safety worth it.

   The masses also act like lower animals. Meat-eaters practice the domination, enslavement, and murder
of  animals,  and abortionists  advocate  the  murder  of  pre-born  babies.  In  our  satanic  society,  we are
murderous cannibals as many companies put amputated baby parts in food (as flavoring) and to grow
viruses in vaccines. 

   The Dark Occultists are no worthy adversaries for the Light Occultists. We might call them 'blood-sucking
scum bags' to keep things real as any reference to Spiritual Knowledge they may have is merely empty
decorations upon disgusting sewage.

  The more we identify as the “opposers” of the Dark Occultists, the more we limit our growth potential
and understanding of reality... the more we will have to (by necessity) lower our vibration to their level in
our fixation to them.

   The regressive rebel spirit binds us to an impure agenda to fulfill a false identity connected to the lust for
power.  Thus  it  is  equally  important  to  not  see ourselves  as  rebels  of  the  Control  System.  When we
understand our independent existence from the System and transcend it (in mind and spirit), we have
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more freedom in thought and action which is important as things become more difficult. However, when
we bind ourselves to the enemy, our choices and freedom of expression narrows and we may waste time,
instigate chaos, and drain energy in fruitless battles, sinking our own ship all for self glory.  

   When we perceive ourselves as the saviors and heroes of humanity, we are on an ego-trip. The more we
see ourselves on the Good Team (“Light Occultists,” “Freedom Fighters,” “Light Workers,” or whatever title),
the more we are tempted by our vices such as vanity, pride, and arrogance which causes us to lose touch
with ourselves, others, and reality.

   For  once  we  evolve  to  be  actual  Initiates  and  Adepts,  we  no  longer  see  things  through  team
consciousness, collectivism, or grand (inaccurate) narratives (mythology) but as a multitude of individuals
unfolding—each on their own journey back to Source. (Of course there are patterns people gravitate to in
groups, and we should look examine this, but even patterns do not capture the individual as he must freely
break them to transcend.) 

     To wrap up our closing statements we must ponder: Why do we aggrandize evil? And the simple
answer  is  because  of  FEAR.  Fear  beguiles,  mystifies,  and  complexifies...  and  projects  mystery  and
grandness onto the unknown. However, when facing the truth of these blood-sucking scum bags who
control  the  world,  everything  becomes simple  and knowable  in  which  the  imagined greatness  of  evil
shrinks. 

   We want EVIL to be more interesting than it naturally is because it excites the drama of it all, but once
we demystify the Dark Occultists and deflate our perceptions of the human enemy, we can become more
empowered by knowing the truth. Real excitement is found in goodness, not evil. 

   It becomes easier to rise above them knowing they offer nothing transcendent, nothing from the higher
worlds we imagine them descending from. It becomes easier to rise above the Control System—which is
simply the CAGE of predatory men for his prey and nothing more significant.  

  There is  no Cosmic War between the Good Team and the Evil  Team as imagined in our childhood
fantasies and told through mythical tales like the movie Star Wars (the Jedi's against Empire). Besides
Gnosticism, Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism, mystery-cults, and Christianity have turned this dualistic mythos
into religion, falling to comprehend polarity holistically.  

   While  some  of  us  begin  to  think  about  good  and  evil  in  the  personification  of  archetypes,  our
understanding of good and evil  becomes more rational  through initiation.  We then see that there are
merely Principles, individuals, psychological, emotional, mental, and behavioral levels of evolution, and free
will created conditions (in the individual and aggregate).  

   Most people awake to the Control System have yet to embark Alchemical Transmutations. Everyone is a
mixture  of  both  good  and  bad  in  differing  degrees  due  to  free  will  and  according  to  their  level  of
consciousness.  The evils  in  the Control  System correspond to individual  evils,  like  attracts  like,  cause
attracts  effect,  consciousness  creates  matter.  What  is  playing  out  is  a  complex  interaction  of  every
individual's  thoughts,  feelings,  and actions with each other brought about through mental  and karmic
resonance and the rhythm of cycles. 

   In lower consciousness, we tend to see polarity like game theory (which side wins?). We intuitively know
that good prevails over evil, but we want to see that NOW in our relative world, seeing time as finite and
telos as a temporary end, thus lacking cosmic understanding. This world is only one out of near infinite
worlds  existing  in  a  single  moment  of  eternity.  It  is  an  expression  of  free  will  in  a  certain  level  of
consciousness but not the end all  be all.  Good and evil,  while opposed in the relative, are not in the
Absolute—where only the Absolute GOOD exists. And that is the Ultimate End we will all eventually reach,
where such wonder, greatness, and mystery should be left to. 
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    Ascension by Kim Regnitz


